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A Little Book About Person-Centered Planning
e Power in Vulnerability
Judith Snow places person-centered planning in the context of interdependence and community.
When I am in relationship with other individuals and if these
others are networked with each other and especially if these others
are different from each other, the possibility exists for all of us to
have a rich life, drawing on each other’s gifts. Differences in each
other’s physical and cognitive functioning, our interests, history
and experience, our possibilities, our possessions and resources only
add to the mix of possibilities that increase our total capacity.

Learning to Listen
John O’Brien and Connie Lyle O’Brien reflect on listening, the foundation
skill for person-centered planning.
People come to life when they make contact with someone who
works actively and faithfully to understand what they want to
say. When people communicate in unusual ways, or when they
have been rendered invisible by an environment that discounts
the worth of their communication, the effects of listening can be
profoundly energizing.

Person-Centered Planning Has Arrived… or Has it?
Connie Lyle O’Brien, John O’Brien, and Beth Mount identify issues that
arise as service systems mandate person-centered planning.
We believe that implementations of person-centered planning will
be disappointing if people rigorously apply a procedure without
sufficient regard for the context of relationships and agreements
necessary for it to thrive.

ink Before You Plan
Michael Smull defines issues for facilitators to consider before agreeing to
plan.
Be sure to think before you plan. inking about a few issues
before you get started can help you achieve a better outcome,
prevent problems, avoid unnecessary struggle, and save you from
public embarrassment. {Plans are} ordinary, day to day efforts to
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understand how someone wants to live and what we are going
to do about it. e overriding principle is that a plan is not an
outcome, the life that the person wants is the outcome. e only
acceptable reason to plan is to help someone move toward the life
they desire.

e Politics of Person-Centered Planning
John O’Brien and Connie Lyle O’Brien situate person-centered planning in
terms of enduring conflicts that arise at the intersection of individual and
family life, community, and human service policy and practice.
Person-centered planning belongs to the politics of community
and disability. It is not a way to avoid conflict; it is one way to
seek real and enduring conflicts in collaboration with people with
disabilities who want to consider a change in their lives.

Revisiting Choice
Michael Smull identifies common abuses and misunderstandings of
“choice” in the lives of people with disabilities and provides guidance on
dealing with situations when it seems impossible to honor a person’s choice,
finding balance between choice and safety, creating the kind of opportunities that increase capacity to honor people’s preferences about how they
want to live, and increasing people’s control over their lives.

What opportunities we provide, hold back, encourage
people to find or protect people from depends as much on
our values as they do on the preferences and capacities of
the people we support. We need to listen to ourselves when
we say that someone is not ready or that they should be able
to do something simply because it is their choice. Our values influence and often control what we support. We need
to talk about what our values are so that we understand
the basis on which we are making decisions. We need to
remember that the opportunities that are made available
depend on the values of those with control.
Positive Ritual and Quality of Life
Michael Smull raises consciousness about the routines and rituals that structure our days and embody our relationships.

As we look at supporting people in their communities we
need to remember that much of the richness of community
comes from the relationships that we have and the ritu-
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als that celebrate and build those relationships… In our
rapidly changing, mobile, and fragmented society, positive
rituals deserve attention for all of us regardless of the presence of disability. For people who need substantial support
to get through life, developing positive rituals should be a
priority.
More an a Meeting
Beth Mount identifies the benefits and limitations of person-centered planning, identifies ten conditions associated with positive changes in people’s
lives and outlines the framework for person-centered development projects.
People interested in the future of person-centered planning must
look past the lure of the quick fix toward the long journey of
learning to do things differently on personal, community, and
organizational levels. e resources of the system can be used to
support safe havens where people can learn the art of person-centered development. e continuing challenge is to create environments which nurture the concern, commitment, and caring that
engenders true relationships.

e Quest for Community Membership
John O’Brien and Connie Lyle O’Brien use the image of a quest to explore
the relationship between person-centered planning and community building.
How can person-centered planning contribute to building
communities competent to include people with developmental
disabilities as contributing members? Failure to actively and
thoughtfully engage this tough question unnecessarily limits the
effectiveness of the growing variety of approaches to person-centered planning.

After the Plan
Michael Smull outlines a learning process for closing the gap between how
people want to live and how their services are supporting them to live.
Whenever people are empowered a dynamic situation is created.
e process of listening and then acting on what has been heard is
an ongoing cycle. What people want today will be different from
what they want tomorrow. e process is lifelong and interactive.
e only thing worse than never listening is only listening once.
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Participation rough Support Circles
Judith Snow moves outside the confines of a disability focus to describe the
steps to circle building.
Circles empower circle members because they are unpredictable.
Energized by multiple, complex relationships they often become
magnets of synergy, taking advantage of lucky accidents –opportunities that cannot be predicted or bureaucratically managed into
existence. is living essence of circles drives out the deadening
spirit of disability thinking.

A Circle Check-Up
John O’Brien and Jeff Strully offer a list of questions that support circle
members can use to assess their contribution to supporting people.
Circle members hold responsibility for developing a deep, accurate
and clear account of the person’s interests, preferences and dreams
and assuring that this understanding guides the day-to-day
behavior of the people who provide assistance.

e Ethics of  and 
Jack Pearpoint and Marsha Forest define dangers and safeguards in the use
of person-centered planning and provide a checklist for good facilitation.
Good facilitators hold questions with people, then wait, and
listen to the silence. e tension in this silence creates a safe space
for people to fill with their deep yearnings and simple unspoken
needs, the real stuff of life. As facilitators we open an inviting
space for the focus person and insure that their ideas and wishes
are heard. en the hard work begins.

Telling New Stories
John O’Brien and Beth Mount differentiate person-centered planning from
planning that serves systems by contrasting two different sorts of stories
about people’s lives and the role of service providers with them.
Burton Blatt said, “Some stories enhance life; others degrade it.
So we must be careful about the stories we tell, about the ways
that we define ourselves and other people.”
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Finding a Way Toward Everyday Lives: e Contribution of Person-Centered Planning.
John O’Brien and Herb Lovett identify what different approaches to person-centered planning have in common, discuss the ways person-centered
planning influences change, consider its limitations, and define some of the
controversies among practitioners.
Person-centered planning can invite, align, and direct shared
efforts to create positive community roles for people with disabilities. It allows people to exercise their practical wisdom to
work for more inclusive, more just communities… e future of
person-centered planning depends on the willingness and ability
of its practitioners to improve through critical reflection on the
effects of their work in the lives of people with disabilities and
their families.

A Guide to Personal Futures Planning
John O’Brien considers the role planning plays in improving the lives of
people with substantial disabilities, defines five essential accomplishments of
human services as a perspective on service quality, and outlines a very early
version of the procedure for personal futures planning.
None of us creates our lives alone. We each create better quality
life experiences with the other people who form our social network. And usually we are resources to each other without much
formal planning. Like all of us, people with severe disabilities
develop in relationship. But because they rely on other people’s cooperation to an unusual extent, and because human services often
play a larger than ordinary role in their lives, people with severe
disabilities count on other’s planning and organizing skills.
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e Challenges of Person-Centered Work
How Two Agencies Embraced Change
Patricia L. Fratangelo and Jeffrey L. Strully
So many large community services are really just institutions broken up and scattered around. No amount of good
will, regulation, or monitoring can ever make either a
large institution or its smaller community analogs a home.
I often despair that these so-called community services will
never change as they work under the misperception they are
just fine as they are. (Lovett, 1996, p.29)
For more than 60 years, well-intentioned family members and professionals have established community organizations to serve people
with developmental disabilities. e desire to provide good services
and the requirements of state agencies, who have played an increasing role in paying for services, have led most agencies to implement
local services based on models developed elsewhere. While these
models vary with time and place, they embody a common pattern,
which we will define in order to describe the baseline conditions
from which our two agencies have transformed.
Until very recently, program models for residential and day services have been disability-specific and group-based. First, an agency
implements a program model by acquiring property, then it hires
supervisors and staff people, then it chooses people, who may be
strangers with little in common except a label, to fill the number
of available slots. While program developers thought about how
many people would live in a home, its floor-plan and furnishings,
and its staffing patterns, they usually paid less attention to the ways
routines and rhythms would be shaped to match each particular
resident’s life (Smull, 1999).
e decision to support people as a group, dictates much of a
household’s organization. Dinner will be at five o’clock for the
household, even though for the first 33 years of one person’s life dinner was always at six-thirty. Because everyone can’t bathe at the same
time, one person is assigned to bathe at eight in the evening instead
of showering in the morning after breakfast. A person shares a room
with a stranger, although before moving she had her own room.
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e worker responsible for scheduling may not experience these
events as significant, but the person placed in the group –away
from family and familiar routines, living with people they may not
like– experience these efficiency measures differently. Shortly after
the residents move in, problems develop. One person starts to throw
food when required to eat dinner at five o’clock. Another person angrily yells at staff who prompt her to take an evening bath. A third
person hits his roommate for touching his prized possessions. As
problems multiply and increase in intensity, staff tighten rules, get
help to implement behavior plans, and call for medication to control “mental health problems”. Eventually, a person who lives under
this group regime either loses their individual spirit and succumbs
to the setting’s demands or fights even harder for what is important
to them. ose who keep their spirit and decide to resist are often
defined as disruptive or disordered and, if available control strategies
fail, referred to a more restrictive setting.
Staff and managers are more likely to see the individual people
as being or creating problems than they are to question the design
of their program. is all too familiar scenario blocks the changes
necessary to deliver person-centered supports: Programs created for
groups become the machinery which keeps an organization thriving.
Effort goes into keeping that machine properly lubricated so that it
will run efficiently (Schwartz, 1997). e people using the service are
the nuts and bolts necessary to keep the machine running smoothly.
When a person becomes unmanageable, the machine’s efficiency
is reduced. at person can be discarded in favor of a new person,
with the hope that the new person will function properly and get
the program machine back into proper working order.
Too much effort in the developmental disabilities’ field goes into
trying to fix the wrong problems. Until an organization questions
the way its programs are designed, staff and managers and boards
will waste energy looking for the perfection that will make their
group-based program work like a Swiss Watch. ey will spend
countless hours and dollars hunting for the perfect group match and
mix, the perfect person-centered planning technique, the perfect
behavior plan, the perfect job description, the perfect staff training
and motivation package. is futile search for the perfect program
machine will continue until leaders find the insight and the courage
to get people throughout the organization to ask two questions and
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take the answers seriously as a demand for real change in the way we
offer services:
• Why do we usually see it as the person’s problem if they cannot
conform to the program that we set up?
• Why don’t we understand these situations as our program’s inability to do what people need and then re-create our supports
from the ground up, starting from individual people we know or
get to know?
Our two agencies –Onondaga Community Living () in Syracuse, New York (Pat) and Jay Nolan Community Services ()
in the San Fernando Valley of Los Angeles, California (Jeff)– have
worked for twelve and ten years to learn the lessons that come from
understanding and changing the limits imposed on people with
developmental disabilities by group-based programs. We strive to
center our organization’s work more on the people we support,
rather than the systems that we operate. We focus on learning to
listen to behavioral problems with a different ear (Lovett, 1996). We
struggle to align our efforts with people with disabilities and family
members, not with today’s most popular version of state of the art
group-based service models.
ese commitments enable us to walk down a different path with
each person we support, seeing the many problems we experience
along the way through a set of lenses that show us how we can
better adapt and adjust to better match each person’s changing
situation. ese commitments demand that we design services one
person at a time, a practice that has taken us into new territory
for our agencies and for the systems that pay for and regulate us.
Group-based residences and day programs are a thing of the past for
our agencies, but the search for effective ways to sustain person-centered work goes on.
Our agencies support people with varying needs, but most of
our work serves people who challenge the system in multiple ways.
Earlier in their lives, many were abused, neglected and exploited.
We see these people as spirited individuals who worked hard to
fight against services that did not work for them. ey were not
always successful. Many have suffered the brunt of behavioral plans,
behavior controlling medications, and, often, multiple moves from
placement to placement –all to serve the system’s interest in gaining
control of them without changing its ways. We are determined to
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change this pattern in the lives of the people with developmental
disabilities who trust us to support them.
Our approach is simple to state: we focus on individual people and
figure out what each person wants and needs to have a good life,
and then we arrange organizational resources to support each person
in a way that works for them. Creating the organizational capacity
to do this simple thing calls for much more than small changes. It
has taken organizational and personal transformation.
After briefly describing the changes in our organizations, we will
each tell the story of how change happened for one of the people we
support. Each of these people has taught us a lot, but neither one is
“typical” of the people we serve. Our purpose has been to work one
person at a time, so fully describing what has happened would take
many stories, one for each person.

e agencies then and now
Onondaga Community Living (OCL)
In 1990,  supported people through traditional group living
arrangements that were designed around disability. e homes were
structured and staffed according to state of the art ideas about what
constituted a good group home. e people we served and their staff
lived through many variations of the group-based services pattern
that we described above.
ough there were problems, group home staff worked hard to
deal with them and, for a time, most people thought that the group
homes offered people the best possible support, given the extent of
their disabilities.
As new people were referred,  began to spend more time getting to know people as individuals and personalizing services for
new people. Each new person supported by  moved into their
own home with a support structure that enables the person to live
effectively. Some new people lacked skills in cooking, personal care,
and budgeting, and some had behavioral or medical problems.
Many required 24-hour support. Staff and families of people in the
group homes began to notice that some of the new people had more
needs for support than some of the group home residents. is
realization raised a new question.
If OCL can develop personalized arrangements for new
people coming in, why can’t we do the same for people we
already know who live in a group home?
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Taking this question seriously began to spread a change in mindset
throughout the organization. People began to question the assumption that a person had to have a particular set of skills to live in
their own home. It became clear that all a person needs is a desire to
live the life that can be theirs if personalized supports are available.
Once people at  learned to recognize this desire and work with
the person to develop proper supports, the transformation was on.
People in the existing group homes got the option of more personalized living arrangements and the numbers who chose to move into
their own homes steadily grew.*
Today,  serves about 75 people with a combination of supports
that may include residential, supported employment, day support and
service coordination. Which services a person gets from  depends
on what each individual requires.
O supports 38 people to live in homes that are personalized for
their unique situations. Many of these people need 24-hour support
and several also require personal care. No one must live with another
person with a disability, though some people choose to do so. A large
percentage of people now share their lives and homes with ordinary
community members instead of people with similar labels. ese
life-sharing living arrangements are based on the personal interests
of those involved. Sometimes a person or a family member recruits a
housemate; sometimes the person and family look to  to assist in
recruiting a suitable housemate and ensuring a good match.
About 35 people a year receive personalized vocational supports
from . Depending on a person’s interests and needs, he or she
can work competitively or volunteer in the community. O does
not have a congregate vocational site, but rather supports people in
many ordinary community places.

Jay Nolan Community Services (JNCS)
Founded and governed by the families of people with autism, most
of whom had no community alternative to institutionalizing their
sons and daughters,  has been committed since its founding
to never terminating service to a person because of that person’s
behavioral challenges. e family members who govern  have a
long standing desire to assure that their agency’s services reflect the
state of the art.
* For more about the changes at , see Fratangelo, 1994; Fratangelo, Olney, &
Lehr, 2002; Olney, M., Fratangelo, P. & Lehr, S. (2000); O’Brien, 1996; Warren et
al, 1999.
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In 1992,  served 65 people with autism in 13 group homes,
140 people in three “day behavior management programs,” and
offered an array of segregated and congregate recreation, respite, and
family support programs.
e agency was in fiscal crisis. Morale was low and tension was
high among staff, management, and the Board. People lived out
most of the pattern of problems generated by group-based programs
(except exclusion from the agency). ese problems were particularly intense because so many people experienced major communication impairments and behavior that was injurious to themselves or
others or damaging to property.
A comprehensive review of  by a team of nationally recognized
experts brought these chronic difficulties into focus and catalyzed a
process of organizational transformation led by an alliance between
Board members and Jeff, a review team member whom the Board
recruited to lead the agency.
Within three years,  closed all 13 group homes and moved
people to their own homes, one person at a time. Responsibility
for designing, overseeing and modifying personalized supports rests
with each person’s circle of support.*
All three “day behavior management programs” closed and the
people involved now receive personalized day supports, including
supported employment.
Most segregated family support activities have also been redesigned
to support people to participate in community settings.
ese changes were based on trying to understand who people
were, listening to each person, helping people find their own dreams
and then walking with people to achieve their dreams.
Today  offers three types of support –supported living,
personalized day support and supported employment, and family
support– to a total of 650 people throughout Los Angeles County
and surrounding counties including Santa Clara County.

Susan’s story ()
Susan started life without a disability, but as an infant she developed a serious infection that left her with a seizure condition and
profound cognitive disability. She lived with her parents until she
*For more about the change process, see Hulgin, 1996; O’Brien, Leary, Hitzing,
Savarino, & Sousa 1995. Learn more about jncs at www.jaynolan.org
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was five. At age five she went to an institution where she lived for
twenty-eight years in living units with many other people with challenging behavior. Susan developed a reputation as demanding and
self-abusive.
Susan and one other person from the same institution came to live
with four other people from our community when  opened it’s
second group home. e Selection Committee had worked hard to
match the six people so that they would be compatible, but on day
one the problems began as people in the house, including Susan,
damaged property or lashed out at one another.
Susan was very jealous and demanding of group home staff attention. She became agitated and angry when staff went out with
another resident and she was not included. She often stood at the
front door and pounded on the window or wall unit until it was
damaged or broken. After replacing many windows, we installed
Plexiglas. Staff tried to keep Susan away from the door and tried to
sneak out of the house to avoid scenes. Susan also took her frustration out on other residents. She would hit, bite and throw things as
people left and again when they returned.
We discovered that the person who moved with Susan from the
institution did not like Susan. When the two of them were left at
home, they engaged in hitting, hair pulling, biting, and screaming.
Sometimes this behavior would spill over and involve residents.
Susan has limited verbal skills and is not easily understood by
many people. She could not say, “I want to go out more” or “I do
not want to live with so many people” or “I do not want to live with
this person.” As staff became more reflective and better able to listen
to the messages in Susan’s behavior, they associated much of Susan’s
difficult behavior with her not being as busy as she wanted to be.
When someone left the house to do something, Susan wanted to be
part of whatever was going to happen. But she could not always go
out because of the needs of the other members of the household.
We tried medication to control her behavior. e meds may
have slowed her down a bit, but it became clear to staff that Susan’s
behaviors were not going to change until her situation changed.
is deeper understanding helped us comprehend our part in the
problem. Instead of thinking of Susan as a person, we were trying
to fit her into a group that she didn’t want to join. e design of the
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group home was working against us and Susan was not willing to
compromise her desire for supports that suited her.
Susan’s support needs were complicated: she required 24-hour
support, had difficulty communicating and dealing with frustrations, lacked most self-help skills, was unable to do housekeeping or
take her own medications, could not cook or budget, and required
help with personal care. Our staff vision for Susan had changed, but
it still was not clear how to set up a living arrangement where she
could be successful.
O staff, along with Susan and her family, struggled for months
to think out a different method of support. Even though other
people were succeeding with personalized support from , Susan’s
parents doubted ’s ability to provide the amount and kind of
support she would need outside a group home, and so did some of
the staff who worked with her day-to-day. Despite their doubts and
our uncertainties, we kept trying for an understanding that would
support Susan in a better way. Carefully considering family and
staff doubts gave us a deeper understanding of the assistance and
safeguards Susan needed in her new life.
Persistently pursuing these key questions together helped us arrive
at some of the answers and to enlist Susan’s family in allowing the
change.
• What does Susan’s life and history show us?
• What are her preferred personal daily rhythms and routines?
• What people bring out the best in Susan and what people bring
out the worst?
• What places bring out the best in Susan and what places bring
out the worst?
• What situations bring out the best in Susan and what situations
bring out the worst?
• How is Susan vulnerable?
• What safeguards can be put into place to reduce the risk from
her many vulnerabilities?
We wanted to discover what made Susan’s life most pleasant and
minimized her agitation. We wanted to eliminate things that caused
her distress. As we re-visited the key questions, we kept coming back
to the mismatch between our group-based program and Susan’s life:
Susan had not chosen the people she lived with and she continued
to dislike them as much as they had come to dislike her. e paid
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people who spent most time with her did not believe in her ability and only saw her inadequacies. We knew it was critical to find
people who truly enjoyed Susan.
Susan moved from the group home into her own place in 1996.
She lives there with a non-disabled housemate and has back-up support from paid staff. She attends a day service provided by another
agency. A personal care aide assists her daily with her morning routine. Susan no longer has to compete for attention because she is the
focus of her support. All of the non-disabled people who have been
housemates to Susan got to know her either in a paid role or socially
before deciding to live with her. ey share a normal household and
a typical lifestyle of working separately and living together.
Susan is happier and more content than she has ever been. Her
problem behaviors have decreased dramatically. Comparison of
records for a random month in the group home with those of a
month in her new home, show that she is enjoying life with less personal stress. For example, in the group home in June, 1994, Susan
hit, bit, banged on and broke windows, or banged on and damaged
property 12 times in 30 days. In June, 1998, two years after moving
there were only two indications of arguing (no hitting, biting or
damaging property). In June, 2000, there were no notable incidents.
Susan teaches us that to effectively support a person whose behaviors threaten us, we have to take time to discern what the person is
trying to communicate and to understand the person more deeply.
People with this deeper knowledge of the person have both a full
awareness of the person’s vulnerabilities and a powerful desire to
work with the person to create a situation that is truly better. is
knowledge underpins the kind of personalized supports that give a
person their best chance at true security.

Jim’s Story ()
Jim has taught us a lot these past seven years about person-centered planning and support. Most of all, Jim has taught us to “walk
with people” especially during dark and difficult times. Jim has
also taught us to listen. Listen not only to the words, but to emotions and feelings. Listen to and honor Jim’s concerns. Finally, Jim
reminds us of the absolute, critical importance of personal relationships. Sometimes walking with Jim means running very fast to keep
up with him and sometimes it means paying attention to the little
things that only show up when we slow way down.
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Jim lived in a  group home for many years. en things got
out of control and his medication level became more and more dangerous to him. He was admitted to a state institution on a temporary basis so that physicians there could safely stabilize his medication. Once Jim was in the institution, state and local authorities
decided the level of violence Jim exhibited barred him from living in
a community setting.
Jim’s dad and mom fought state and local authorities in court
to win the right for Jim to return to the community, and finally
achieved their goal in the fall of 1992. At that time Bob (Jim’s dad)
came to  and asked that Jim be returned to our agency and
be placed in one of our group homes. e  Director said that
Jim should indeed come home, but that he should move into his
own place with appropriate support rather than into a group home.
ough he had doubts, Bob agreed as long as we hired Mike, a long
time support person for Jim.
e first year after Jim moved into his own home was a major
challenge to everyone. Jim destroyed, broke, or ripped out lots of
things. Tens of thousands of dollars went to replace or repair walls,
windows, windshields, sinks, appliances, and bathroom plumbing.
Jim went through more than 30 different staff people. A number
of staff members ended up in the hospital with injuries Jim caused.
Other staff were fired for myriad reasons. Mike, the key staff person,
hung in with Jim, but he had some significant personal problems of
his own, including addiction. Mike made several errors in judgment
which placed Jim at risk and had to go. Jim had trouble connecting
with staff, and the few times he did connect with a staff person, the
staff member left him for one reason or another. People were afraid
of Jim or Jim was afraid of them. It was a very, very difficult year for
everyone.
At the beginning of the second year, a crisis occurred with Jim’s
support people. All three staff had to be terminated at once. Because, through all the chaos of the first year, we had managed to
learn some more about who Jim was and what he wanted, we were
able to use the staffing crisis to find three new support staff whose
attitudes seemed more in sync with our deeper understanding of
Jim.
ese three people turned out to be the right match. eir personalities and their respectful way of listening to and being with Jim
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were exactly what he needed. Over time, they formed a good working relationship with Jim. It is not credentials or training that made
this relationship work, it is who these people are when they are with
Jim. e way they relate to one another allowed Jim to get to know
and care for them and for them to get to know and care for Jim.
Six years later, these same three people continue to work as Jim’s
support staff. Property destruction has decreased almost to zero. Injury to staff is almost non-existent. Jim is happy. Jim lives with less
violence in his life and in the lives of the people who support him.
His parents are happier and under less stress.
Jim uses facilitated communication (Bicklen, Morton, Berrigan, & Swaminathan, 1992) and is almost independent in his typing: support at the
shoulder or shirtsleeve is enough for Jim to express his views on life.
He communicates with a lots of different people including his mom
and dad, his support staff, and several other people.
Jim’s circle meetings have become opportunities for good conversation and a chance to think with Jim about the future. Jim has had
several jobs and is most interested in returning to school. He has
had several dates with a young lady he has known for years and cares
about greatly. He and his dad go to happy hour every week. Life
is not perfect for Jim, but his life is headed in the right direction.
Today we don’t spend time with special incident reports, property
destruction, and staffing challenges. Now we discuss where Jim
wants to go on vacation, or what classes he wants to take in school,
or when he is going to see Jenny. ese questions are closer to the
questions that Jim has always wanted to discuss.

What have we learned?
In both agencies, the transition from group-based services to personcentered supports happened as more and more people adopted new
ways of seeing people with disabilities, new ways of thinking about
supports, and new ways of acting. We can describe some of the tools
that moved our transformation forward:

Tools for transformation
Dreaming of Desirable Futures: People with disabilities as well as
their families, friends, allies and supporters deserve to have vibrant,
beautiful dreams for their future. Dreams that are bright and multicolored. Dreams about doing things you always wanted to do.
Dreams of ordinary and common experiences that allow a person
the opportunity to live every day to it’s fullest. Dreams that are not
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only recognized and heard, but shared by people who are willing to
work to bring dreams into reality.
Person-centered planning: Person-centered planning is not a one
time phenomena but a way to stand with people over time, listening
carefully to them, validating their hopes and dreams by taking action with them, and learning to know them more deeply. Our ability to listen this way depends on the relationships we form with one
another. Person-centered planning is about walking with a person
day in and day out over time as the journey of life unfolds.
Circles of support: A committed group of people have a much
better chance of achieving dreams and avoiding nightmares than a
lone individual does (Mount, Beeman & Ducharme, 1988). e circle comes
together as the person with a disability joins willing family members,
friends, co-workers, neighbors, supporters, and allies to support and
protect a good life. e circle brings imagination, strength, help, and
wisdom to the personal direction a person works to take.
Zero rejection: An agency commits to stand with the person no
matter what challenges they have. We work to improve our understanding of who the person is and what the person wants. We adapt
support structures to enable the person to live life more fully. (Smull

& Burke-Harrison, 1992)

Outcomes
Some of the notable results of our agencies’ transformation from
group-based programs to personalized supports include these:
• Many people and their families say that people’s lives have significantly improved
• People are living with less violence
• Behavioral incidents have decreased significantly
• Medications have often been dramatically reduced
• Staff turn-over has decreased significantly
• Staff injuries have decreased
• Premiums for Worker’s Compensation are lower
• Families are happier and more satisfied
• Staff are happier
• People are moving forward with their dreams
• J has increased its net assets from about $200,000 to more
than $800,000. O went from running a $200,000 deficit to
running in the black
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Lessons
After more than a decade of doing this work –in a smaller agency
and a larger one, in a medium sized community and in one of the
most populous areas on the planet– we would list the lessons we
have learned like this:
• All people can live in their own homes. It is not dependent on
skill level. It is dependent on support level. Willing people can
develop supports to enable anyone to live effectively in their own
home. Sometimes it takes time and trouble (remember Jim’s first
year).
• Listening to people is essential. Staff must learn how to listen
both to words and behavior to discover something about the
desires and interests that make a person uniquely themselves. So
many professionals think they have heard what the person wants
after a brief talk. Such superficial listening leads to placing people
in slots. We need to avoid preconceived notions of what people
need and take the time to listen with open ears and an open
heart while being willing to change our typical service structure
to enable new things to happen.
• Behavior is truly a form of communication, though it can be
terribly misunderstood. Like Herb Lovett (1996) we must find
the will to listen differently to behaviors that confuse or threaten
us. A person does not usually bite someone, damage property, or
hit themselves or others for no reason. Unless we take the time to
understand the deeper, more personal reason behind a particular
person’s behavior, we may never get to the root of the problem.
• Power and control must rest in the hands of the person and when
appropriate his or her circle of support. Decisions must be made
at the individual level not at the agency level. Professionals have
been tagged as the experts for people with disabilities and for
what they need. Our experience shows that professionals need to
let down our façade and learn to trust the real experts, the people
who come to us for support and those who love them. Together,
this partnership will undoubtedly know more about what the
individual needs than any one professional can. We need to
respect the person and their support circle as we work to develop
the services around them.
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• Being in the community is not the same as being part of the
community. A person can live in a wonderful house on a nice
street and have a nice job, but if no one knows them, says hi to
them, or wants to be with them, life can be very lonely. We need
to ensure that each person is supported in growing numbers of
relationships in the communities and activities that are of interest
to him or her (Walker, 1999).
• Relationships and friendships are at the heart of the matter.
Relationships are the glue that holds communities together.
Relationships are the lifeline to happier lives and more satisfying
existences (Amado, 1993; Amado, Conklin & Wells 1990). People with
disabilities are sometimes less able than others to initiate, develop
and maintain relationships on their own. Each person needs
thoughtful staff and others in their lives to recognize the importance of personal relationships with other community members.
Our role is the on-going work of helping people stay or become
connected to people, places and associations where they are citizens, members and friends (McKnight, 1987).
• e people we support can be some of the most wonderful
teachers we have ever experienced. Susan and Jim are just two
people who taught us how to listen differently, how to stand with
a person over time and how to change service systems to meet
individual needs.
• Families can start to see their sons and daughters in new and
exciting ways or be challenged by this new experience. Both
Susan’s and Jim’s families were hesitant about a more personalized
service. Both families knew the challenges their son and daughter presented and neither family had experienced anything but
group-based programs. It took many discussions and experiences,
over time, for their parents to realize that different support would
give Susan and Jim what they needed to thrive.
• Existing systems of accountability, regulation, and funding
–which were built for group-based programs– do not prohibit
the development of personalized supports. Our agencies use the
same funding streams and are accountable to the same regulations as other providers, we just use them differently. Regulations can and do adapt to person-centered work. Under existing
regulations, effective power and control can rest with the person
with a disability; a home can belong to a person, not an agency;
support systems can be tailored around individuals, not the
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regulation staff quota for a group residence. We have made this
happen through negotiations.
Managers face new demands that call for significant personal
learning. It was simpler when the pattern was simpler: place the
person into the open slot. Now managers worry:
– Is the right person supporting the right person, in the right way,
in the right situation?
– Are we doing what we said we would do?
Changes in organizational rules, procedures and policies can
encourage the new ways of thinking necessary for personalized
support. For example, changing staff roles from skills trainers to
community connectors made an important shift in staff attitudes
and behavior.
Changing internal policies away from agency control and toward
giving the person effective control of agency resources sets the
framework for generating personalized supports.
Regular retreats, discussions, and opportunities to learn from
leaders in the field and discussions with the board, parents and
staff provide opportunities to touch more of the realities of
people’s lives. is opens minds to new possibilities.
ere are no pat answers and it isn’t easy to figure out solutions to complex human problems. Sometimes all we can do is
to continue to walk with people through dark or dangerous or
confusing times. Plans will not always work out; we must expect
to have to rethink and refocus. From time to time we will need
help to find new ways of approaching problems. e trust that
provides the foundation for our work sometimes grows slowly
because of past bad experiences with people like us.
e excitement of moving from a group-based program to a
person’s own place is the first and almost the easiest step. It is
more challenging to maintain excitement about quality on a day
to day basis. Person-centered work is only as good as you are
today. Some days will bring joy; tomorrow or the day after will
bring new issues. at is what life is all about.
e human service empire changes slowly. People with disabilities continue to be socially devalued, mistreated, and abandoned.
But Sue and Jim show that good work can be accomplished if
people join together to enable it to happen. We plug ahead and
negotiate our way through all the red tape and bureaucratic ten-
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sion that threaten to drag us backward into group-based programs.
Working in a person-centered way requires continual flexibility
that arises from deep respect for the person. Respect creates the
willingness to slow down and listen more deeply so that it becomes
possible to discover new ways to understand a person, stepping into
their shoes and trying to see life from their perspective. Respect
creates the willingness to hold on to a vision for a person. Respect
motivates acknowledging and picking up after mistakes. Respect
keeps us from blaming a person’s disability or difficulties in life and
encourages us to acknowledge our responsibility to join in changing
structures and practices that keep people from the life they deserve.
e respect that founds good support informs our heads, but it has
its source in our hearts.
ere is no such thing as a value-free way of working with
others. e challenge is to keep ourselves honest and to
consider what values we actually use in our work, not just
what values we say we have. (Lovett, 1996, p. 30)
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